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Conside rable attention has recently been focussed on the form and 
function of ludlings, also known as sp«ch disguists. language gtlmes, and 
SW'tt umguagts; see, forexample.ConkHn (1959), Berkovits(1970), Laycock 
(1m). Sherzer (1976). McCarthy (t985), Homhert (1986), Bagemih1 (1988. 
1989) and references therein. One common strategy for the formation of 
ludlings consist! of speo.kill8 bacrurds. Most commonly. it is the order of 
the syllables that is reversed, such. for example. is the case lor ludlings in 
O\aga. Chasu. French, Sanga. Saramaccan, Swahili, and other languages 
(BagemihI1989:484-485). However, in a smailer number of instances, it is 
the order of segments thai ls reversed. such ludlings occur in, among 
other'S, Czech. English. Finnish. French. Javanese, New Cuinea Pidgin. and 
Saramaccan (Bagemihl l989;484-485). 

One particularly rich source of ludlings is provided by Tagalog. 
Conklin (\956) lists eight distinct varieties of ludlings in Tagalog, while 
further examples and discussion of Tagalog ludlings may be fOWld in 
Garcia (1934) and de Manila (1980; 10-15). This paper isc:oncemed with one 
particular ludling in Tagalog. formed by reversing the order of segments, 
thisludling maya«ordinglybe referred toasGolagal. Thedata cited in this 
paper were collected from the speech of children in Iba, Zambales Prov· 
mee, and Pagsanjan. Laguna Province, in the Philippines. The ludling 
under consideration here was 1Il fact the only one that I encountered in 
spontaneous use, leading to the conjecture that it is at least the most 
prevalent ludling among speakers o f  Tagalog. 

Prima facie, speaking backwards would seem to be a conceptually 
straightJorward task: simply reverse the order of segments in a word. 
However, the process of segment·reversal in Golagat interacts in manifold 
ways with the rich morphological system of Tagalog. In this paper, we 
shall exanune some aspects of this inleraction, and show how II may yield 
valuable insights into the grammar of Tagalog and the structure of phono-
lOgical theory 
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In monomorphemk woi"ds, thereve:rsal of segments is indeed straight
forwanJ1: 

(1) (a) Atoy > Yola 
(name) 

(b) bayawak > lcawayab 
iguana 
"iguana" 

«) puti > itup 
white 
"white" 

(d) kain > Nak 
.. t 
"eat'" 

In a sentence, each word is reversed separately' 

(2) Upo ka na muna dito > Opu ak an anum otid 
sit TOP: 2:5G ASP while here 
"Sit here for a while" 

In the above example,b, lID and muna areclitics, occwring in Wackemagel's 
sentence-second position, as evidenced by the above example, suchditics 
are treated as independe\t words. undergoing reversal like all other 
wonk 

However, in polymorphemic words, it is generally the case that only 
the stem undergoes reversal, the afflXe5 remain in their original order. 

(3) (a) tiglima 
DISf·five 
"five each" 

(b) malalci 
STAT-big "big" 

> tigamil 

> maikal 

(stem: lima, prefix: tig-) 

(stem.laki; prefix: mao) 

'M06t of the eQ.I1'Iplet die:! In this P"J-an! preI«ItlKi In thesland.ird Tilg.;tIog orthognlphy, 
which b largely phonetic. Two poinulhouJd, how!'Ver, be noted: (a) the gJott.lllop Is IIIX 
�rnmllKl in theonhognphy; (b) the wiarnu.lstop D represented with adipph."50 The 
Tagllog fomu Ire provided With fnle EngliJh glasSH, and with morpheme-by-motphtme 
g\oMeJ nWting U5e of the folJowIn& .bb�tiont: AT ·ktUr·topic focus·, ASP ".u� 
fIUIrker"; DtST �d15tnbutivft; lN5T �inJtl\m'lenta.I�; lPFV �imperfective·; UG "hlll.lun!"; 
OOL "oblique"; PNT proper-t'K'lW\ l'oQJ'O-toplc; PT "p&tinU-lOpic 1'ocu5�: REAL �ruhs". SC 
"singuLor";STAT"sllIuve" TOP "topic", 2 "2nd person" 
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(c) pumasolc. > Ic.umosap (stem. pasok;,infIX: -urn-) 
AT· REAL-cnler 
"entered" 

(d) sulatin 
write - PT 

"be written" 

> talwin (stem: sulat; suffIX: -in) 

Thus, in (3a) the distributive prefix tig- remains unchanged while the 
stem lima "five" is reversed, in (3b) the stative prefIX ma- retains its original 
form while the stem Idi undergoes reversal, in (3c) the actor-topic infix 
urn- is unchanged while the stem pasok "enter'" is reversed-and in (3d) the 
patient-topic suffix -in preserves its original order while the stem su/at 
"write" undergoes revenal. 

In addition, the case markers ang, "8 (phonetically (nang)), sa, and 
their proper-noun variants sit "i and kity are also opaque to reversal. For 
example. in the foUowing sentence, "i. ling and sa remain unchanged, as 
does the infix -in- in TiMpGIf: 

(4) Tinapon ni Bading ang bate sa 
PT:REAL-throw PNT Bading TOP stone 08l 
"Bading threw the stone into the water'" 

tubig > Ninopat 
water in Ngidab 

ang otab 
sa gibut 

This suggests that Tagalog case markers. contra their orthographic 
representation as independent words, are more appropriately analyzed as 
prefixes! 

Of particular interest is the interface of reversal with lhe productive 
pJ"OCeS5 of reduplication. In Tagalog. reduplication applies to the initial cv 
or evev sequences of the stem' However, in Golagat, reduplication. 
while sUll occurring initially, involves the segments at the end of the 
original stem, which aremoved to the beginninghy the processor reversal: 

'Ahem,1Uvtly. one might propote tN.t m.<trSIIl .ppllft only to "content ",-onis", not 10 
"function wonis�,;as II In fKI theCHe In. v.r1etyof ocher ludJin&s � 1988, 484-485) 
�er. wch. propoMIlsbtlied by the f� 1N.11n otNr C<UtS, revnwl durly IppUH 10 
function words, such IS 11M! clitia In (2) above, and the IlptuA! In (la, lla) below. 

'In thecueof onhognphiaJ.'yvowel-tni .... L slftnJ, redupLiClItion lppei1rslOlpplyonlytothe 
vowel. In fact. however, II applies to Iht �I pius. p�i"8 glortalltop not represented 
In lhe orthogr;lphy. 
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(5) Cal babaUk > kikilab (stem: batik; reduplication of initial CV) 
AT-IPFV·retum 
"will return" 

(b) sasama > lamas (stem: SQITUI, reduplication of Initial CV) 
AT-IPFV-comE' 

"wUJoome" 
(e) a.ky;u .. lal<lyb 

AT-IPFV-dimb 
"wUlclimb" 

(stem: fIkyrI/; reduplicatlOn of uutw 
CV) 

(d) daladalawa > awaawal.a.d (stem-dlIlIfWlf; reduplication of Initi.l 
CVCV) 

Thus. in (Sa), stem balik "return" becomes blab and reduplication 
appUes to Iei-; in (Sb), stem sanUl "come" becomes 4rt112S and reduplication 
applies to 11-; in (Sc), stem akyrlt "climb" becomes IIJyku and reduplication 
applies to la-; and in (Sd), stem da/QUIQ "two" becomes IIwtdad and redupli
cation applies 10 QWQ-. 

The following paradigm illustrates the interaction of reduplication 
with affixation in GOlagat 

(6) Cal kam 
", 
"eat" 

(b) kumain 
AT:REAL-eat 
"ate" 

(el kakain 
AT-IPFV-eat 
"will eat" 

> niak 

> numiak 

> niniak 

(d) kumakain > nwniniak 
AT:REAl-IPFV-eat 
"eats" 

(stem. kain) (=(ld» 

(stem: Min; infix: -um-) 

(stem: bin; reduplication of 
initial CV) 

(stem. bm; reduplication of 
initial CV, infix: -lIm_) 

Example (00), identical to (ld), portrays the total reversal of a 
monomorphemk stem. Example (6b), similar to (Je), illustrates the opacity 
of the infix -11m· with respect to reversal Example (6c), similar to (5a), 
instantiates reduplication. Of interest here is example (6d), involving both 
infucahon and reduplication. while in the original form, the inflX ·um-
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occurs between the two elements of the initial reduplicated /aI-, in the 
ludling fonn. the infix -um-occurs between the consonant and vowel of the 
initial reduplicated ni-· 

The data in (3) - (6) appear to point towards the following analysis for 
reversal in Golagat 

(7) The Revernl-Pre<edea-Morphology Anillysi!l! 

Reversal precedes all morphological processes. 

The Reversal-Precedes-Morphology analysis aUows for derivations 
such as the following: 

(8) UAmp/� 
sttm: 
""""'" 
mClrphologica/ proctsm: 

(6a) 
kain 
niak 

(6b) (6<) 
kain kain 
niak mak 
numiak niniak 

(6d) 
kain 
niak 
numiniak 

In accordance with the Reversal-Precedes-Morphology analysis. 
reversal applies to lex.icaUy-specified stems, prior t o  L'ae application of 
morphological processes. The Reversal-Precedes-Morphology analysis 
thus provides an intuitively appealing account of the data in (1) - (6). 

Ii the Reversal-Precedes-Morphology analysis is valid. then from a 
cross-Iinguistic point of view, Golagat would be a ludling of exceptional 
nature. Mohanan (1982:88) claims thai alliudlings follow morphological 
and lexical phonological rules, applying not to morphemes but to wofds, 
under the Reversal-Precedes-Morphology analysis, Golagat presents a 
clear counterexample to Mohanan's claim. More te(enlly, however. 
Bagemihl (1988) has proposed that ludlings may apply al any of three 
distinct levels, or "modules", and indeed, he assigns Golagat lo "module 
I", which applies to the lexicon prior to morphological processes (p. 496). 
Interestingly, though. Bagemihl's extensive cross-linguistic survey sug
gests that ludlings applying before morphological processes are reJatively 
uncommon. 

'A pan.c!lgm limilar 10 (6), with InlIKtions 0' b/ll -e.I", butlnvalvirlt .yll.bJe T'ilUwr tIuon 
�I revm.l b d� In Bagnnihl (t983:419-420)-who C'OOIm\mU tNt -[it! b not 
dor w�llw!r thi.s i5 Iouillzed form- My own Qbwr.ationJ �.rdlng !hi! tnllmKtlon of 
(M'gmenl) �ersal and mlupiialion suggesttN.1 the pl'OCf55e5 tnvolvl'd---uempllfied III (5) 
.and (6) ;D.we---.>re to�Uy prodlKtlVt!, oa:urrlng sponww.ously lind In!qufntly in Golagal 
!pHCh. Thal .... !'ral SOUm!;S die e ... mplel involving bun 15 probably. co!ndd� limlbr \0 
1M profusion of Johns and Bills in .yn l .alci.t ... • NmpJe senll'Nll!!l in English. 
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Further evidence, however, shows that the Reversal-Precedes-Mor
phology analysis fur Go!d�"I. proposed in (7), must be abllndoned. C()fl
sider the {oUowing forms: 

(9) (al manigarilyo > oyUraginam (stem: sigarilyo; prefix: nulN-) 
AT -cigarette 
"smoke (cigarettes)" 

(b) mangtsda > adsingam (stem: isdlJ; prefix: maN-) 
AT-fish 
"(catch) fish" 

(el pamasahe > ehasamap 
INST-uavel 
"travel fare" 

(d) pangalan > nalangap 
INST-name 
"name" 

(stem: paSlJMj pI'f:Hx: paN-) 

(stem: nga/Iln_ prefix: ptlN-) 

Each of theabove forms consists of a stem plus a prefix;yet unlike the 
ostensibly sirrular forms in (3a, b). the entire word - stem together with 
prefLX - undergoes reversal. 

What cfutinguishes the forms in (9) from those in (3) - (6) is iI 

morphophonemic property- in (9), the boundary between stem and prefix 
is rendered opaque by a rule of assimilation/deletion. In (9., b). stems 
sigarilyo "cigarette" and isda "fish" are preceded by the actor-topic prefix 
mJlN-, which triggers replacement of the first consonant of the stem with. 
homorganic nasal: mDN- sigan/yo -- mIlnigarilyo. mIlN-isd4 (with stem
initial glottal stop )-- mangisd4. Similarly, in (9c, d), stems ]N2Sl1ht Ntravtl� 
and ngfl14m "'name" are preceded by the instrumental prefix: ptJN-, which. 
again, triggers replacement of the first consonant o f  the stem with a 
homorganic nasal: pGN - ptlSIIN -- ptlmflSllM, PllN.- ngalfln--pAngQ/IZ7f. 

A second, related class of cOWlterexamples to the Reversal-Precedt5-
Morphology analysis in (7) is provided by constructions involving the 
ligature' 

(10) (.) apat n. bilta > tapa an atab 
(OU< UG dtild 
"four children" 

(b) tatlong bata > ngoltat atab 
�L1G "'lid 
"iline children" 
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(11) (0) mahal na 

expensive UG 
"expensive gift" 

(b) murang regola 
cheap gift 
"cheap gift'" 

..gala 

gift 
,. hllwn an olager 

> ngarum olager 
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In Tagalog. modifier-head constructions are of the form X ligature Y, 
wh� the ligature is of variable form: if X ends in a consonant, as in (10, 
lla), the ligature takes the formo! an independent word na, whereas if X 
endJ ina vowel. as in (10, l1b) fllt10and mum, it assumes the formof a suffix 
-ng attached to X. As evidenced above, while the independent form na 

undergoes reversal as a separate word, its bound variant -ng undergoes 
reversal in conjunction with the stem to which it attaches, yielding the 
fomu ngo/tat in (lOb) and ngarum in (lIb). 

Thus. like the prefixes maN- and pGN-, the suffix -ng undergoes 
reversal together with the stem to which it attaches. Moreover, like maN
andpaN-, the form of the suffix -ng iJ detennined by a morphophonemic 
rule. These facts suggest the 10Uowing generalization: 

(U) The Morphophonemic-Rule Generalization: 

Affixes whose: form is determined by morphophonemic: rules un
dergo reversal together with the stems to which they attach. Affixes of 
vanant form must accordingly apply b10re reversal (For example, if 
prefixation of maN-in (98) applied afterreversa.l, the resulting form would 
be "mangoyliragis; similarly, if the ligature in (lOa) applied alter reversal, 
the resulting form would be -tapang at.ab.) 

However, the Morphophonemic-Rule ge:nerahzation in (12) runs 
counter to the Reversal-Preced�Morphology anaJysiJ in (7). llboth are to 
be upheld, this would entail a classification of Tagalog morphological 
processes into two types: "Type A" processes, not involving 
morphophonemic rules. and "Type RI< processes. involving 
morphophonemic rules. Such a classification would be needed in order to 
stipulate that - in accordance with the Golagat evidence- "'Type A" 
processes precede "Type B" processes in the grammar of Tagalog. How
ever, this classification and concomitant rule ordering appears highly ad 
hoc and wunotivated. "Type B" processes (orm a heterogeneous collec
tion. Other than their involvement of morphophonemic rules. no substan
tive properties seem to be shared by "Type B" proasses to the exclusion 
of their "Type A" counterparts. In fact. particular"Type BI< processes may 
have m ore in common with pancular "Type A" processes than with other 
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"Type B" processes. Thus, for example, the "I ype B" prefix nlQN- loons a 

natural morphosyntactic class wi th other "Type A" actor-topic affixes such 
a51114-, mag-and -urn-Cas in (3c) and (6b», these diIferent actor-topicaifixe5 
occurring in complementary distribution. To single out maN· and stipu
late that it apply after all other actor-topic affixes solely on the basis of its 
irwol ving a morphophonenuc rule and undergoing reversal in Golagat 
accordingly �ms unwarranted. 

The Morphoph(memic-Hule generalization in (12) thus suggests that 
the Rcversal-Prt'Cedcs-Morphology analysis in (7) be abandoned. How, 
then, may the Goldgat facts I:Jt.' accounted for? The following analysis 
providt!'S a unified account of the data in (1). (6) and (9) - (11): 

(13) The Morphology-Precedes-Reversill Analysis: 

(a) Rcv�rsal follows all morphological processes; 
(b) Reversal applies to lexical stems; 
(el Morphophonemic rules erase the botmdaries between stems and 

afIi)!es. 

ror data �uch as i n  (1) - (4) and (6a, b), the first two clauses alone of the 
Morphology·Pu.'cedt.'s-Reve.rsal analysis apply, yielding derivations such 
as the foliowlIlg: 

(14) UQl1Ipll!: ("') (6b) (3a) (3d) 
�tem, kain kain lima sula! 
morpho/(IKica/ p,,/USSI!S: k(um)ain (tig)lima sulal (in) 
reversal. niak n{um) iak (tig) amll talus(;n) 

In the fin;t stage of the derivation�, morphological proce55eS of affi)!allon 
apply to lexical stems; in (14) above, these afflxes are enclosed in brackets. 
Subsequent to affixation, reversal applies- but only to the lexical stems, 
skippmg over the bracketed affixes. 

for data such as in (1) - (4) and (63, b), the Morphology-Precedes
Reversal analysis in (13) is empirically indistinguishable from the Re
versal-Prccedes-Morphology analYSIS in (7); in fact, it is somewhat less 
elegant, inVOJVUlg a more complex rule of reversal that must apply only to 
stems, while ignoring affixes. However, the Morphology-Precedes-Re
versal analysis alone of the two is capable of accounting fordata such as In 

(9) - (11), involving affixes whose form is governed by morphophonemic 
rules, consequently undergoing reversal in accordance with the 
Morphuphonemic-Rule generalization in (12). For such data, all three 
cia use� of the Morphology-Prccede�· Reversal analysis in (12) apply, yield
ing derivations such as the following: 
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(15) amnpl�; 
sInn: 
morphologiCQ/ �: 
reversal: 

(9a) 
sigarilyo 
manigarilyo 
oyliraginam 

(!>o) 
puahe 
pamaoahe 
ehasamap 
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(lOb) 
tatio 
latlong 
ngoltal 

In (9) - (11), affixation of milN-, paN- and the ligature involves 
morphophonemic rules; accordingly, following (lle), the boundaries be
tween these affixes and the stems to which they attach are erased, and 
hence reversal applies to the stem-plus-affix complex-in the above exam
ples, 10 the word. as a whole, Thus, data such as in (9) - (11) provide 
conclwive support for the Morphology-Precedes-ReversaJ analysis in 
(13). 

Remaining to be accounted for are the data in (5) and (6c,d), involvini 
reduplication. While i l  is easy to see how a rule of reversal may slcip over 
an affix to apply only 10 the slem, it is less obvious how such a post
morphological rule of reversal m.ight take an already reduplicated fOnI! 
suchas(Sa) habnlik inorder toderivt: theco!n.'\:tkikiIab, and not, say ·bakiltlb 
(in anaJogy with (la) tigiims > tigami/), or ·kiltllJllb (in analogy with (9a) 
manigariIyo > oytimgil1t1m), Here, indeed, it would appear as though in 
order to derive the colTf!ct Golagat form lcikiwb, redupliation must apply 
after reversal However, such an analysis would run counter to the 
Morphology-Precedes-Reversal analysis; moreover, it would also engen
der an ordering paradox. II reduplication follows reversal (as per the 
above), and reversal follows affixation (as per derivations such as In (14) 
and (15»,then by transitivity. reduplication must follow affixation. How
ever, the opposite is in fact the case. as is evidenced byTagalog forms such 
as (6d) kumaktlin, in which infixation of -lIm- must follow reduplication on 
stem-intial b-. How, then. might weextricate ourselves from this paradox? 

The answer lies in the observation that while reversal foliows the 
application of morphological processes, it precedes the application of 
automatic phonological and phonetic rules. Consider the following exam
ples: 

(16) <a) ulo (ulo) > olu Iulol 
head 
"head" 

(b) ate latel > eta [ita] 
elder sister 
"elder sister" 

(c) makita Imaqila] > maatik (maatikJ 
PT· ... 
"be,...," 
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(d) sa balik IsabalikJ > sa kilab [saqilabj 
OBl return 
"to the return" 

Examples (16a,b) illustrate the effC<'ts of the (optional) alternation 
between high vowels [u] and Ii] in pre-final syllable position, and corre
spnnciing mid-vowels [oj and lei in final syl labic position. When [uloJ is 
reversed, findl mId (01 becomes pre-hnal high I ul, and pre-final high lu] 
becomes final mid 101 -thus, the Golagat form is identical to Its Tagalog 
source Similarly, when (ale) i!i reversed, final mid Ie) becomes pre-final 
high Ii]. Examples (1&. d) invo lve the (optional) backing and lor lenition 

of [k] in the environment of a back vowel� In ItU1kita, Ikl becomes [q] 
because of the preceding [it], however, when the form is reversed, the [k] 
is no longer adjacent to the [a], and hence UUI;'S not change to [q]. Con
ver�ly, i.n ;;a balik, the III has no reason to change to [ql. however, when 
the form is reversed, the [k) mov� U'lto pasHa) position and therefore 
changes to [ql. Thus, as evidenced by the above, reversal precedes the 
applicatIOn of lIutomatic phonological rules. As such. it IS consistent with 
Bagemihl's (1988:443) cross-linguistic findings that "!the] vast majority of 
ludlings apply before the operation of postlexical rules". 

We may acc()rdingly account for the data in (5) and (6c, d) by 
decomposing the process of reduplication into two components (a) redu
plication of C and V slots, a morphe>logical process, which, like affixation, 
prC"Cedes reversal, in accordance with the Morphology-Preccdes-Reversal 
analysis; .md (b) spreading of mdodic clements onte> C and V sims, a 

phonole>gu:al process, which, like the phonologtcal processes exemplified 
in (16) above, follows reversal. Resulting are derivatie>ns such as the 
following: 

(17) example (5.) (5d) (6d) 
stem: batik dalawa kain 
morpho/()gical processes: (CV)balik (CVCV) (Cum V)kain 

dalawa 
revefSfll. (CV)k.ilab (CVCV) (CumV) niak 

awalad 
spreading' (ki)kilab (awa) (numi)niak 

awalad 

""ThIS mle, sub�ltO. great deal of v�riallOl\, Ir,lf,lf"rm.� IhI> " .. 1M �Iop inlU a uvular SlI>p ill 
fnrall\·�. "hilh may '<Om'1tim6.lli.o t.. glol\ihrf(!. Tho.' rul" appli .. , aftn Ih" yowe-Is laL [oL 
ar.d.lu Land 10 .. Jo�r exlenl 0I1so t..fme L}u,m: the rule i� musl .... Iient '" the �'nvimnmel1l of 
[a1. The ex�mpl� ... cued ahr>,� aU u""l"" lhe h.><:lJng/knitmn of IkJ follvwing [.I-the 
t."lIvironmP-nt In ,,'hlCh the "ffoxls of It", rul<i! art' most Prono<J,lCf!<J For orthographic 
c<)nven;"nc", Iho!" b,\d:./!�ni> ""rldll! "f [1;1 i. rcpl?>l'nted a.. "['1]" 
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In (17), like in (14), the outputs of morphological processes are 
enclosed in brackels;as in (14), reversal skips over the bracketed matf'rial, 
applying only to the lexical stems. Thus, by viewing reduplication in 
Tagalog as OJ morphological process applying to skeletalslo15 followed by 
the spreading of melodic: elements, it is possible to account for the data in 
(5) and (6c, d) straightforwardly, within the framework of the Morphol
ogy-Precedes-Reversal analysis. 

The Morphology-Precedes-Reversal analysis in (13) thus accounts 
lor the entirety of theGolagat data under consideration. Moreover, it does 
50 in a way that is maximally c:oruistenl with phonological theory and the 
properties of ludlings. Qause (lla), ordering reversal after morphological 
processes, concords with Mohanan's (1982) claim that Iud lings always 
follow morphological operations More speciJically, it lcxates Golagat in 
Bagemthl's (1988) umodule 2", that which contains a large majority of the 
world's ludlings - contra Bagemihl's own attribution of Golagat to 
"module I" Qause (13b), asserting that reversal applies to lexical stems, 
countc.rindicates Mohanan's (1982:88) claim that ludlings "operate on 
words, not on morphemes", and "are blind to the internal structure of 
words" Instead, itit; con&istent with 8agcmihl's (1988:"2) choroclerizahon 
of a variety of ludlings, whereby "a fully inflected form is submitted tothe 
Iud ling component, but then the Iud ling operation simply piCks out only 
stem segments" Clause (l3c:), specifying that morphophonemic rules 
erase the boundanes between stems and affixes, foUows n3turally from 
such an anaJysis. While in forms such as (Ja) IiglimD, stem lima is easily 
picked out, in forms such as (9a) malligarilyo, slem sigarilyo is not readily 
identifiable; hence, it is unswpnsmg that reversal applies to the word as 
a whole. As Sapir (1921. 132) puts It: "Where there is uncertamty about the 
Juncture ... the unity of the complete word is more strongly emphasi�. 
The mlOd must rest on something. If it cannot linger on the constituent 
elements, it hastens all the more eagerly to the acceptance of the word as  
a whole". 

The above analysis thus underscores the structural affinity of Golagat 
with a variety of ludlin� It\ diverse languages, demonstrating how 
ludlmgs may yield insights mto grammatical theory and the grammars of 
particular languages. Speaking backwards In Tagalog shows how the 
plil)'£ul �alivity of PUipino children, constrained by the exigencies or 
phonological theory, interacts with the grammarofTagalog 10 give rise to 
a ludling of exceptional beauty 
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